Performance and Recording Kits

DRUMKIT5

Overview
The PGADRUMKIT5 Drum Microphone Kit is an essential package of professional quality microphones, designed to provide excellent sound for close-mic kick drum, snare and tom performance and recording. Included in the PGADRUMKIT5 are one PGA52 kick drum microphone, three PGA56 drum microphones and one PGA57 instrument microphone, along with three drum mounts, five XLR-XLR cables, and a carrying case.

Contents
- PGA52 (1) Cardioid Dynamic Kick Drum Microphone
- PGA56 (3) Cardioid Dynamic Snare/Tom Microphone
- PGA57 (1) Cardioid Dynamic Instrument Microphone
- A25D (3) Break-resistant Microphone Clip
- AP56DM (3) Break-resistant Drum Rim Mounts
- C15J (5) 15 foot (4.6 m) XLR-XLR cables
- 95F16526 Zippered Carrying Case

DRUMKIT7

Overview
The PGADRUMKIT7 Drum Microphone Kit is a complete package of professional quality microphones, designed to provide excellent sound for full drum kit performance and recording. Included in the PGADRUMKIT7 are one PGA52 kick drum microphone, three PGA56 drum microphones, one PGA57 instrument microphone and two PGA81 instrument microphones, along with three drum mounts, seven XLR-XLR cables, and a carrying case.

Contents
- PGA52 (1) Cardioid Dynamic Kick Drum Microphone
- PGA56 (3) Cardioid Dynamic Snare/Tom Microphone
- PGA57 (1) Cardioid Dynamic Instrument Microphone
- PGA81 (2) Cardioid Condenser Instrument Microphone
- A25D (3) Break-resistant Microphone Clip
- AP56DM (3) Break-resistant Drum Rim Mounts
- C15J (7) 15 foot (4.6 m) XLR-XLR cables
- 95F16526 Zippered Carrying Case

STUDIOKIT4

Overview
The PGASTUDIOKIT4 Microphone Kit is a versatile package of professional quality microphones, assembled to provide excellent sound for the recording and performance of amplified and acoustic instruments. The microphones selected for the PGASTUDIOKIT4 provide a wide variety of flexible solutions for most recording opportunities. Included in the STUDIOKIT4 is one PGA52 drum microphone, one PGA57 instrument microphone and two PGA181 side-address microphones, along with four XLR-XLR cables, and a carrying case.

Contents
- PGA52 (1) Cardioid Dynamic Kick Drum Microphone
- PGA57 (1) Cardioid Dynamic Instrument Microphone
- PGA181 (2) Side-Address Cardioid Condenser Microphone
- A25D (3) Break-resistant Microphone Clip
- WA371 (2) Break-resistant Microphone Clips
- C15J (4) 15 foot (4.6 m) XLR-XLR Cables
- 95G16526 Zippered Carrying Case